Transition to School………Ready or Not?
A topic that tends to receive a lot of attention and debate each year is school readiness and the appropriate age for
transitioning to formal schooling. Parents each year have many anxieties and questions regarding children’s
th
transitions onto kindergarten. To clarify for families, children in NSW are required to start Kindergarten by their 6
birthday (in the year they turn 6). If families are considering sending their child earlier than this, (Birthdays Jan-July)
the decision needs to be thought through thoroughly.
Each child is an individual and this decision should be made considering the individual child and their strengths,
interests and needs. If you are considering sending your child before the year they turn 6 you are welcome to discuss
the pros and cons with your child’s focus educator.
Taking into account parents’ concerns and questions I have compiled a report with questionnaire to assist families in
gauging your child’s readiness to transition to kindergarten.
Preparing children for school involves a whole series of developments, each taking place at different rates for all
children. Five dimensions of a child’s readiness have been identified as: physical wellbeing and motor development,
social and emotional development, approaches to learning, language development and cognition and general
knowledge (Kagan, Moore & Breadkamp, 1995).
Over the years there seems to be a trend to associate the intellectual area of development as being the most
important area to be proficient in to be ready for school, while one cannot deny that this represents an important area,
it is just one area of your child’s total development. Others such as physical, social, emotional, and communicative
domains are just as important for learning, growth and development. “A child who is ready to start school because he
or she has good social skills and is a confident learner will have foundations set for a lifetime of learning” – Illawarra
Christian School.
One of the areas of development that is crucially important for school is the area of social and emotional development.
If a child is socially and emotionally mature and competent, they are usually far better equipped to adjust to the
change. For example, if children can separate from their parents with little distress, if they are able to manage their
emotions in a productive manner, are able to play co-operatively with their peers, are able to are able to follow
instructions, and sit still and attend at a group-time, know when they can have a turn of talking, and can toilet
themselves virtually independently, they are at a distinct advantage. Children who experience academic and social
difficulties in the early school years are likely to continue having problems throughout their school careers, and indeed,
throughout their adult life (birch 7 Ladd, 1997, parker & Asher, 1987).
Over my years of teaching I have had many discussions with principals, kindergarten teachers and parents on
children’s successful or unsuccessful transition to school. No parent has ever said, “ I wish I had of sent them early”,
but parents have expresses their disappointment in their choice to not give their child an extra year to prepare. The
question many kindergarten teachers ask is, “Do you want them to survive or thrive?”
Through discussions with High School Teachers, I became aware that some children “survive” through Primary School
only to struggle through High School, where maturity and the age gap becomes even more apparent.
In light of the information and knowledge I have gained over the years, I have become an advocate for children
starting school the year they turn 6, regardless of their “readiness”. Give them an extra year in a play based learning
environment to reach their fullest potential and develop their self-confidence and self-esteem so that they may thrive
and set the foundations for a successful educational career.
Beginning school is a major milestone in a child’s life. Being ready for school and having positive experiences in the
early years of school will enable your child to not only cope with school, but to thrive and develop to their full potential.
Of course we understand there are times when work, financial viability and other family issues can influence a families
choice to start children early. In any case, regardless of our personal views, we respect that in the end it is the
families right to make the final decision and we will do our best to prepare and support children for the transition.
At the little School staff are always willing to discuss concerns or answer questions about your child’s development
and progress, please do not hesitate to contact us to make an appointment. We will advise you at the earliest
possible chance of concerns regarding development or concerns regarding successful transition to school.
Kind regards Danae Horsey
Educational Leader
Director/Nominated Supervisor

Why do we emphasise readiness?
Kindergarten is not just an academic year. It is a transition from a life spent mainly at home, to one spent increasingly
outside it. This year sets the stage for the child’s academic future. Success in the early years will assist with success
throughout the remaining school years.
We all want the transition to be as smooth as possible.
We want each child to:










succeed and thrive not just cope
realise their potential
be happy and feel secure
feel confident about their abilities
to have friends and feel a sense of
belonging
to enjoy being at school




to enjoy learning and value learning
to value his/her success and the success
of peers
to adjust to school routine with as little
disruption as possible
to be independent

The range of development in children is very wide – some are more prepared for the social and emotional experiences
of Kindergarten than others.
Parents with children already at school will know that a child just turned 5 is very different from a child who is about to
turn 6. Not only are their physical skills different, the length of time they can sit still and concentrate on an activity
differs.
Children are very perceptive about their success and failure at school – and quick to sense if they are lagging behind.
When they compare themselves with their classmates they are not considering an age difference which could be as
great as 15 months. They may perceive that they have failed if they are unable to perform at a similar level to their
peers. It is important they feel confident in themselves as capable learners. A negative attitude to learning and a lack
of self-confidence can have a lasting impact on learning. Strong social skills and confidence are helpful both in the
classroom and in the playground.

Formal School Learning Environment
Indicators
that
may
show
environment suits your child;












this

learning

Able to concentrate in a group situation
Confident and interested in using drawing and
writing tools
Able to hold a conversation – listens to the ideas of
others
Able to listen to, remember and follow directions
Maturing to be independent in many areas – self
help skills
Accepts correction & usually takes responsibility
for own actions
Accommodates the ideas of others – lets others
take the lead
Confident to speak to less familiar adults, take
messages
Can adapt if things do not go their way or routines
change
Has appositive attitude to self as a successful
learner
Willing to ‘have a go’ take on new challenges

Play based Preschool Environment
Indicators
that
may
show
environment suits your child;









this

learning

An active person who has difficulty sitting for
periods of time
Flits from task to task, giving limited focused
attention to any one thing
Is still developing self-regulation – the ability to
make appropriate choices, recover from emotional
responses
Shows little or no interest in writing, drawing or
desk activities
Strong self-focus – still developing the ability to
accommodate others – work in a group, or share
Gets very tired after preschool –sleeps during the
next day
Yet to develop conversation skills – talks but does
not listen
Gives up easily – yet to develop perseverance

“Many children will benefit in relation to their general well-being, self-esteem, attitudes toward school and belief
about themselves as a leaner if they move into school without the question mark, without just coping or not just
coping, but being able to have a solid and rich childhood of play as a foundation for moving into school with
more life experience, maturity and early learning.”
Kathy Walker, (OAM) One of Australia's leading parenting and education experts, public speakers and authors.

FOUNDATION WRITING
The NSW Department of School Education recommends that children use the Foundation style of
writing. If learning to write, children should begin by using lower case letters, except for the first letter
of their names.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee
Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp
Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10

TRANSITION TO SCHOOL
Moving from a secure, nurturing, learning environment that your child is familiar with can be an exciting
yet stressful time for your family. This transition period, which is a change from one social environment
to another, will have different effects on every child. All children are individuals and will react
differently. There are many ways children cope with change.
Children who are anxious about the transition to school may demonstrate some of the following signs.
Sickness
Nightmares
Reversion to “baby” behaviour., such as thumb sucking or using immature language
Clinging to parent.
Withdrawal from others or their routines.
Attention seeking behaviour, such as tantrums, physical outbursts or defiant behaviour.
The Little School can begin to help your child get ready for school, but the home environment is very
important in reinforcing this preparation for school. Families and staff can work together to create the
best possible climate for change.
Children need the support and reassurance from their families during this time. The following
strategies may help to make the transition to school more positive. Children’s understanding of what
happens at school will assist them to make a smooth transition.
☺ Arrange for your child to visit their new school. Show them such things as the toilets, bubblers, the
kindergarten rooms, the infant’s playground, the lunch area, the uniform they will wear, and where their
belongings are kept. Also discuss their teacher’s name, rules, routines, and what to do when the bell
rings.
☺ Talk about school and discuss any issues or concerns with the children.
☺ Attend the school’s orientation sessions. All schools have orientation days the year before school.
Contact the school for further information.
☺ Assist children to become familiar with the school by driving or walk by the school. Consider trailing
the transport they will use. Discuss where they will be dropped off and picked up.
☺ Make positive comments about school.
☺ Discuss how school is the same and different to Preschool.
☺ Read books about starting school. (See recommended books)
☺ Role-play school experiences.
☺ Give children opportunities to experience a packed lunch, for example on picnics in the backyard.
(Unwrapping cling-wrap and placing straws in poppers can be difficult.)
☺ Always discuss school in a positive manner, do not use school as a threat or punishment.
☺ Avoid displaying your own anxieties about starting school to your child.
☺ Establish routines for before and after school times.
☺ Update immunisation before school begins.

If your child knows what to expect and is aware of what school is like, they are more
likely to feel happy and confident when they start school.
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Check your local book store or Library for more books.

Sources and further readings
Check out the tranition to school links on our web page at
http://www.thelittleschool.org.au/transition-to-school.html
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